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I. I NTRODUCTION
Distribution-level phasor measurement units (PMUs), a.k.a.,
micro-PMUs (µPMUs), have recently been introduced as new
sensor technologies to enhance real-time monitoring in power
distribution systems. Micro-PMUs provide GPS-synchronized
measurements of three-phase voltage and current phasors at a
high resolution, 120 readings per second [1]. Several emerging applications of micro-PMUs, including model validation,
distribution system state estimation, topology detection, phase
identification, distributed generation, and transient analysis, as
discussed in a recent survey in [2] and the references therein.
A. Motivation
Consider one minute of voltage phasor measurements in
Fig. 1 from a micro-PMU at a real-life 12.47 kV distribution
substation in Riverside, CA. As expected, there are fluctuations
in voltage magnitude, including two voltage sag events. Each
event has a root cause at either transmission network or
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Abstract— A novel method is proposed to locate the source
of events in power distribution systems by using distributionlevel phasor measurement units, a.k.a., micro-PMUs. An event
in this paper is defined rather broadly to include any major
change in any component across the distribution feeder. The
goal is to enhance situational awareness in distribution grid by
keeping track of the operation (or misoperation) of various grid
equipment, assets, distribution energy resources (DERs), loads,
etc. The proposed method is built upon the compensation theorem
in circuit theory to generate an equivalent circuit to represent
the event by using voltage and current synchrophasors that
are captured by micro-PMUs. Importantly, this method makes
critical use of not only magnitude but also synchronized phase
angle measurements, thus, it justifies the need to use microPMUs, as opposed to ordinary RMS-based voltage and current
sensors. The proposed method can work with data from as few as
only two micro-PMUs. The effectiveness of the developed method
is demonstrated through computer simulations on the IEEE 123bus test system, and also on micro-PMUs measurements from a
real-life 12.47 kV test feeder in Riverside, CA. The results verify
that the proposed method is accurate and robust in locating the
source of different types of events on power distribution systems.
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Fig. 1. Voltage phasor magnitude that is measured in a distribution substation
in Riverside, CA. Only one phase is shown here. Event 1 has a root cause in
the transmission system. Event 2 has a root cause in the distribution system.

distribution network [3]. Common root causes of distribution
level events include load switching, capacitor bank switching,
connection or disconnection of distributed energy resources
(DERs), inverter malfunction, a minor fault, etc. Accordingly,
in this paper, we seek to answer the following question: for
those events with root causes in distribution network, what is
the location of such root cause, i.e., at what exact distribution
bus does the load switching, capacitor bank switching, DER
connection/disconnection, or device malfunction occur?
Answering the above question is the key to achieving
situational awareness in power distribution systems, so as
to keep track of how various grid equipment, assets, DERs,
and loads operate or misoperate. The applications are diverse,
ranging from identifying incipient failures [1], [4] or cyberattacks [5], to recruiting demand side resources to construct
a self-organizing power distribution system [6]–[8]. Here, an
event is defined rather broadly to include any major change
in a component across the distribution feeder. This of course
includes the two traditional classes of electric distribution
system events, namely power quality (PQ) events, such as
dropping below or exceeding above acceptable nodal voltage
limits, as well as reliability events, such as interrupting service
due to faults that cause fuse blowing or relay tripping [9].
However, since the goal in this paper is to enhance situational
awareness in power distribution systems, we are interested also
in PQ events that do not necessarily violate PQ requirements
or undermine reliability, but they do indicate how different
components across the distribution feeder operate.
B. Related Work
Considering the related literature on micro-PMUs, so far,
most studies have focused on detecting the presence of and/or
scrutinizing the characteristics of certain events, whose source
locations are assumed to be known. The events that have
been previously studied include capacitor bank switching [4],
transformer tap changing [10], inverter misoperation [11],
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C. Summary of Technical Contributions
This paper proposes a novel method to locate the source
of events in power distribution systems, where events are
defined in a broad sense as in Section I-A. The main technical
contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) The proposed method is developed based on the compensation theorem in circuit theory to generate an equivalent
circuit to represent the event by using voltage and
current synchrophasor measurements. Our method does
not require making any hypothesis about the location
of the event. It locates the source of the event rather
directly and by solving an optimization problem. The
source location of all events are identified using microPMUs, as opposed to waveform sensors, see Section I-B.
2) The proposed method can utilize data from as few as
only two micro-PMUs, that are installed at the beginning
and at the end of a feeder, to locate the source of an
event, anywhere along the main feeder, see Section II.
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and load switching [6]. Importantly, the above studies are
complementary to what we do in this paper, because once the
source of an event is located by using the proposed method
in this paper, one can use the techniques in [4], [6], [10], [11]
to further the event and its characteristics.
There are also occasional studies that address event source
location identification using micro-PMUs such as [12], [13].
High-impedance fault location identification is reported [14].
As for the general literature on event source location
identification, it is rich; however, most prior studies are not
related to micro-PMUs. Several methods in this field can be
classified as impedance-based methods, which work based
on calculating the impedance between the event location and
the sensor location. These methods are widely used to locate
permanent faults [15], [16]. A fundamental assumption in
impedance-based methods is that the change in impedance
is purely resistive. However, this assumption is not true in
events such as DER switching, capacitor bank switching, and
load switching. Therefore, impedance-based method cannot be
directly applied for these types of events.
Another class of methods work based on wide-area monitoring. They collect and examin data from several sensors across
the distribution system. Most existing wide-area monitoring
methods are concerned only with fault events, e.g., in [17],
[18]. They often work by first hypothetically placing the
event at different locations, then calculating the states of the
distribution system corresponding to each hypothesis, and then
comparing the state calculation results with measurements to
test each hypothesis. This can be computationally complex.
Wide-area methods are used also to identify the source location for major PQ events, e.g., in [19]; to obtain the operation
status for DERs, e.g., in [20], [21]; and to detect islanding [22].
They often use state or parameter estimation or other statistical
techniques. Therefore, they may need several sensors in order
to assure accuracy, as opposed to as few as only two sensors
in this paper. Also, it is common for this group of methods to
use waveform sensors, as opposed to micro-PMUs, to compare
the voltage and/or current waveforms at different locations.

(c)

Fig. 2. An illustration of compensation theorem: (a) pre-event network; (b)
post-event network; (c) equivalent circuit based on compensation theorem.

If additional micro-PMUs are available also at the end
of the laterals, then our method can pinpoint the event
source location also along the laterals, see Section III.
3) The proposed method makes critical use of not only
magnitude measurements but also phase angle measurements that are obtained by micro-PMUs. This is an
important feature, because so far, the role of phase-angle
measurements is still not fully understood in many applications in the literature on micro-PMUs. The importance
of using phase angle measurements is discussed both
analytically, see Section IV, and through case studies.
4) The proposed method works based on measurement differences. This feature can help alleviate constant errors
in instrumentation channel, such as errors at current
transformers (CTs) and potential transformers (PTs),
which are often orders of magnitude higher than the
errors in the micro-PMU device itself. As a result, the
performance of the proposed method is robust with
respect to typical measurement errors.
II. E VENT S OURCE L OCATION I DENTIFICATION M ETHOD
This section describes the proposed method for locate the
source of an event in a distribution feeder. Throughout this
section we assume that exactly two micro-PMUs are installed
on the feeder. The extension to the case with several microPMUs will be discussed later in Section III.
A. Background: Compensation Theorem
An event in an electric circuit can change all or a subset of nodal voltages and branch currents along the circuit.
According to the compensation theorem [23, pp. 177], once
an element changes in a circuit, the amount of changes in
nodal voltages and branch currents can be obtained through
an equivalent circuit. In such equivalent circuit, the element
that has changed is replaced with a current source that injects
current at a level equal to the amount of change in the current
going through the element; and all sources are replaced with
their internal impedances. The importance of the compensation
theorem in this paper is that the analysis of an event through
equivalent circuit is easier than through the original circuit.
An example is shown in Fig. 2. The event in this example is
a change in impedance Z. The pre-event impedance is denoted
by Z pre , as in Fig. 2(a). The post-event impedance is denoted
by Z post , as in Fig. 2(b). Let I pre and I post denote the current
drawn by the element before and after the event, respectively.
Based on the compensation theorem, the equivalent circuit
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Representation of a distribution feeder based on compensation theorem equivalent circuit. Measurements are done by two micro-PMUs.

Before identifying the location of an event, we must first
become aware of the occurrence of such event. Thanks to the
recent advances in applying data-driven techniques to microPMU data, there already exist effective methods to detect the
presence of the event, e.g., see [24], [25]. The event detection
process is continuously carried out based on such algorithms.
Once the occurrence of an event is detected, the next step is
to use an algorithm that can identify the location of the root
cause of the event; as we will describe next.

by micro-PMUs u and d. Also, ∆I u and ∆I d denotes the
difference in current phasors, captured by these micro-PMUs.
Note that the direction of current that is measured by the
two micro-PMUs is the opposite of each other, as shown in
Fig. 3; micro-PMU u measures the current flowing towards
upstream, i.e., to the left, while micro-PMU d measures the
current flowing towards downstream, i.e., to the right.
Based upon the analysis in [26], we argue that the real
parts of Z u and Z d determine the region of the event source.
If Real{Z u } is negative, then the event source is located in the
upstream of micro-PMU u. Similarly, if Real{Z d } is negative,
then the event source is located in the downstream of microPMU d. Finally, if Real{Z u } and Real{Z d } are both positive,
then the event source is located between the two micro-PMUs.
Now, suppose micro-PMU u is installed at the feeder-head
at the distribution substation. Also, suppose micro-PMU d is
installed at the terminal bus, i.e., at the end of the feeder. In
that case, if the region of the event source is the upstream
of micro-PMU u, then the event has a root-cause outside
the distribution feeder of interest, such as in the transmission
system. If the region of the event source is the downstream of
micro-PMU d, then the source is simply on the terminal bus.
Therefore, for the rest of this section, our focus is on locating
the source of the event when it occurs somewhere across the
distribution feeder, i.e., between the two micro-PMUs.

C. Step 1: Identifying the Region of the Event Source

D. Step 2: Forward Nodal Voltages Calculation

Consider a distribution feeder, such as in Fig. 3. Suppose
two micro-PMUs are installed on this feeder. There are n buses
between the two micro-PMUs. These buses may or may not
have laterals. The voltage and current at the downstream and
upstream of the feeder are recorded by the two micro-PMUs.
An event may occur in one of the following three regions:
• upstream of micro-PMU u,
• downstream of micro-PMU d,
• between micro-PMU u and micro-PMU d.
In order to determine the region of the event source, next, we
define the equivalent upstream impedance of the feeder seen
by micro-PMU u and the equivalent downstream impedance
of the feeder seen by the micro-PMU d as:

Suppose the event source is connected to bus k, where
k ∈ {1, ...n}. Based on the compensation theorem, a current
source with current ∆Ik can be placed at bus k to create an
equivalent circuit. The nodal voltages and branch currents on
this equivalent circuit at the buses where the two micro-PMUs
are installed are equal to the changes in nodal voltages and
branch currents, obtained as in (2) and (3), respectively.
Next, by using the measurements from micro-PMU u,
together with pseudo-measurements, and by successively applying the Kirchhoff Voltage Law (KVL), we can obtain:

of this network can be obtained by replacing the impedance
element that caused the event with current source
∆I = I post − I pre ,

(1)

and all sources with their internal impedances. The equivalent
network, shown in Fig. 2(c), can then be used to analyze the
changes of the nodal voltages and branch currents:
∆Vs = Vspost − Vspre ,

(2)

post
Isr

(3)

∆Isr =

−

pre
Isr
,

where subscriptions s and r denote two arbitrary neighboring
nodes. Next, we propose a novel application of the compensation theorem to help locate the source of events.
B. Pre-Step: Event Detection

∆V u
Z ,
∆I u

(4)

∆V d
,
∆I d

(5)

u

and
Zd ,

∆V1f = ∆V u
∆V2f = ∆V1f + (∆I u + ∆I1f )Z1
..
.

(6)

f
f
∆Vnf = ∆Vn−1
+ (∆I u + ∆I1f + · · · + ∆In−1
)Zn−1 ,

respectively, where ∆V u and ∆V d indicate the difference
between the pre-event and post-event voltage phasors, captured

where ∆Vif denotes the calculated nodal voltage at bus i, and
∆Iif denotes the calculated current injection at bus i. Superscript f indicates the fact that the quantities are obtained using
forward calculation. Without loss of generality, we assume that
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all loads are constant-impedance; hence the current injection
at node i is calculated as
∆Iif = Yi ∆Vif ,

(7)

where Yi indicates the equivalent admittance of lateral i and is
considered as pseudo-measurements. By replacing (7) in (6),
one can start from the measurements of micro-PMU u and
sequentially calculate ∆V1f , ∆V2f , · · · , ∆Vnf .
Other types of loads, namely constant-current and constantpower loads, can also be formulated and similarly integrated
into the model using adequate pseudo-measurements. The
impact of other types of load is discussed in the Appendix.
E. Step 3: Backward Nodal Voltages Calculation
In a similar manner, we can start from sensor bus d, use
the measurements of micro-PMU d, together with pseudomeasurements, and successively apply KVL in order to obtain:
∆Vnb = ∆V d
b
∆Vn−1
= ∆Vnb + (∆I d + ∆Inb )Zn−1
..
.

(8)

∆V1b = ∆V2b + (∆I d + ∆Inb + · · · + ∆I2b )Z1 ,
where superscript b indicates that the intended voltage or
current phasor is obtained using backward calculation. Again,
by assuming that all loads are constant-impedance, the current
injection at node i is calculated as
∆Iib = Yi ∆Vib .

(9)

By replacing (9) in (8), one can start from micro-PMU d
b
, · · · , ∆V1b .
and sequentially calculate ∆Vnb , ∆Vn−1
F. Step 4: Voltage Comparison
In (6) and (8), it is assumed that at each bus the current
injection can be obtained from the production of nodal voltage
and bus admittance. This is a valid assumption at all buses,
except for bus k in which the event occurs. Recall from the
compensation theorem that at this bus, a current source injects
∆Ik into the equivalent circuit of the feeder and therefore,
the production of voltage and bus admittance is no longer a
correct indication of the bus current. As a result, we can make
the following distinctions across the calculated nodal voltages:
f
f
, · · · , ∆Vnf }
{∆V1f , · · · , ∆Vk−1
, ∆Vkf , ∆Vk+1
{z
}|
{z
}
|
correct

incorrect

{∆V1b , · · ·
|

b
b
, ∆Vk−1
, ∆Vkb , ∆Vk+1
, · · · , ∆Vnb } .
{z
}|
{z
}

incorrect

(10)

correct

The fundamental observation in (10) is that the calculated
voltage at bus k in both backward and forward nodal voltage
calculations is a correct value. In other words, ∆Vkf and ∆Vkb
are essentially equal, because if they are not equal, then at least
one of them must be incorrect, which is a contradiction.
Next, we define the discrepancy of the nodal voltages
obtained from both calculations across all buses as:
Φi = |∆Vif − ∆Vib |,

∀i,

(11)

Algorithm 1 ESLI with Two Micro-PMUs
Input: Micro-PMUs measurements, pseudo-measurements.
Output: The location of the event source.
Pre-Step:
An event is detected.
Step1:
Obtain Z u and Z d , as in (4) and (5), respectively.
if Real{Z u } < 0, then
The event source is outside the feeder of interest.
else if Real{Z d } < 0, then
The event source is the terminal bus.
else
Step2:
Obtain ∆Vif using (6).
Step3:
Obtain ∆Vib using (8).
Step4:
Obtain Φi using (11).
Obtain the event source location k using (12).
return k
end if
where ∆Vif and ∆Vib are as in (6) and (8), respectively. From
(10), among all buses, the voltage at bus k in the two nodal
voltage calculation methods must be almost equal; hence, it
is expected that Φk has the minimum value among all buses.
Therefore, the event source location can be obtained as:
k = arg min Φi .

(12)

i

The proposed Event Source Location Identification (ESLI)
method is summarized in Algorithm 1. First, we use the
method in Section II-B to identify the region of the event
source. Algorithm 1 reaches a conclusion if the event source
is outside of the feeder or at the terminal bus in Step1.
Otherwise, it goes through the forward and backward nodal
voltage calculations in Step2 and Step3, respectively. Then,
the exact event source location is identified in Step4.
III. E XTENSION TO THE C ASE WITH
A RBITRARY N UMBER OF MICRO -PMU S
So far, we analyzed the case when only two micro-PMUs
are available. In this section, we extend our method to incorporate the case with m ≥ 2 micro-PMUs. Again, one microPMU is installed at the feeder-head to distinguish the events
that are originated at the distribution system from those that
are originated at the transmission system using the method in
Section II-B. Other micro-PMUs are installed at the end of
the main and a subset of laterals.
Next, we use the concept of minimum spanning tree (MST),
which is defined as the path that connects all micro-PMUs
across the distribution feeder. In order to create an MST in
a distribution feeder, at least two micro-PMUs are required.
Assume micro-PMUs 1 and 2 are installed on the IEEE
123 bus test system, as shown in Fig. 4. The MST for this
configuration includes the buses between these two microPMUs, i.e. buses 1 to 21. We refer to these buses as MST
buses. The number of MST buses in this example is n = 21.
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Algorithm 2 ESLI with Multiple Micro-PMUs
Same as in Algorithm 1, but replace Step4 with:
Step4:
Obtain ∆V j for any micro-PMU j similar to (6) and (8).
Obtain vector Φ using (13).
43

obtain the event source location by solving the minimization
in (12) but with the following updated objective function:
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Fig. 4. The IEEE 123 bus test system equipped with 4 micro-PMUs.If only
micro-PMUs 1 and 2 are available, then buses 1 to 21 become observable.
The MST is shown with a tick black line in this case. If micro-PMUs 3 and
4 also become available, then buses 22 to 44 also become observable. The
MST in this case is extended to include also the tick red line.

The location of an event is identified on MST buses, which
indicates that the event has occurred either on the identified
MST bus itself, or on a lateral that stems from this identified
MST bus. For instance, if bus 16 is identified as the location
of an event, then we are confident that the event has indeed
occurred at this bus, because bus 16 does not have a lateral.
However, if bus 5 is identified as the location of an event, then
the actual event location could be bus 5 itself or somewhere
on the lateral that stems from bus 5, i.e., buses 22 to 44 which
are shown in red in Fig. 4. This issue can be resolved only
if additional micro-PMUs are installed on this network. For
instance, as shown in Fig. 4, we can increase the number of
MST buses to n = 29, including buses 22 to 29, if we install
micro-PMU 3 at bus 29. Similarly, by adding micro-PMU 4
at bus 44, we can turn buses 30 to 44 into MST buses.
In order to achieve full observability, i.e., to turn all buses
into MST buses to identify the exact event bus location when
it occurs wherever on any lateral, we must to install at least
a total of one plus the number of laterals micro-PMUs; one
at the substation and one at the end of each lateral. However,
such full observability on each and every lateral may not be
necessary in practice. In fact, in many cases it is sufficient to
identify the lateral that hosts the event; rather than the exact
bus on such identified lateral. For example, by increasing the
number of micro-PMUs from 2 to 4 in Fig. 4, we can improve
system observability by a great extent, which is sufficient for
practical purposes to identify most major events.
To obtain an alternative and more systematic approach, let
∆Vij denote the voltage phasor of MST bus i that is calculated
by using the measurements of micro-PMU j, together with
pseudo-measurements, and by successively applying KVL
starting from micro-PMU j in the equivalent circuit, just like
what we did in (6) and (8). Next, as in Section II-E, we use
the discrepancy among the calculated nodal voltage phasors
based on all measurements from different micro-PMUs and

where m shows the number of micro-PMUs deployed across
the power distribution system. Indexes j and s are associated
with micro-PMUs 1, . . . , m; and index i is associated with
buses 1, . . . , n on the minimum spanning tree.
Specifically, for each pair of micro-PMUs j and s, the
expression in (13) calculates the discrepancy of the nodal
voltages obtained from the forward and backward calculations
that starts from micro-PMU j and ends at micro-PMU s; and
vice versa. In other words, for a given pair of micro-PMUs j
and s, the expression in (13) is identical to the expression in
(11) in Section II.E. Accordingly, the expression in (13) simply
repeats and combines such discrepancy calculations across
all possible pairs of micro-PMUs j and s. The combination
is achieved through the two summation operators in this
equation. The rest of the analysis is exactly the same as in
Section II. We can now update Algorithm 1 to cover the case
with multiple micro-PMUs, as shown in Algorithm 2.
IV. I MPORTANCE OF M EASURING P HASE A NGLE
In this section, we discuss the importance of using not only
magnitude measurements but also phase angle measurements
that are obtained by micro-PMUs. The goal is to analytically
examine the need for using an advanced sensor such as microPMU, as opposed to using ordinary RMS-value sensors.
Consider an event and suppose the changes in voltage at a
given sensor location are captured by a micro-PMU as shown
in Fig. 5(a). Suppose the event occurs on the upstream of the
micro-PMU, as indicated by placing the current source on the
left hand side of the micro-PMU in Fig. 5(a). Note that, the
voltage difference ∆V d is a phasor. It is obtained as
∆V d =

Z uZ d
∆I u = Z eq ∆I u .
Zu + Zd

(14)

If we take the magnitude of ∆V d as fixed, then the post-event
phasor would vary on the dashed circle, changing angle α, as
shown in Fig. 5(b). The exact value of α depends on the type
of event, such as load switching, capacitor bank switching,
DERs switching, faults, etc. We can show that
α = ∠Z eq + ∠∆I u .
eq

(15)

Note that, the cosine of ∠Z can be loosely interpreted as
the power factor of the event-induced equivalent circuit.
If the phase angle difference α is exactly zero or 180◦ ,
i.e., if the post-event voltage phaosr is in line with the preevent voltage phasor, then it is sufficient to measure only the
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In such special cases, one can use a standard RMS-based
voltage sensor, as opposed to a micro-PMU, in order to
identify the location of the event using our proposed method.
If neither of the conditions in (16) hold, then measuring
phasor angle, i.e., the use of micro-PMUs, is necessary.
However, the extent of such necessity depends on the value
of α. Of interest are those events that only change the voltage
phase-angle but not the voltage magnitude, i.e when either

(17)
α = π/2 + arcsin ∆V d / 2Vpre

or α = −π/2 − arcsin ∆V d / 2Vpre .
(18)
If any of the above conditions hold, then measuring voltage
magnitude alone, such as by using standard RMS-based voltage sensors, is simply useless for the purpose of even location
identification. One must use micro-PMUs instead.
d
for most PQ events.
In practice, we often have ∆V d  Vpre
In that case, the arcsin terms in (17) and (18) would be
negligible. From this, together with (15), we can approximate
the conditions in (17) and (18) as ∠∆I ≈ −∠Z eq ± π/2.
We will further investigate the importance of measuring
phase angles through multiple case studies in Section V-B.
V. C ASE S TUDIES : PART I - IEEE T EST N ETWORK
Again consider the IEEE 123-bus test system in Fig. 4(b),
where the parameters are as in [27]. This network has several
laterals and sub-laterals, which feed different types of balanced
and unbalanced loads. Four micro-PMUs are installed at buses
1, 21, 29, and 44, as marked in Fig. 4(b). The efficiency
and robustness of the proposed ESLI method is tested on
this network for several predefined event scenarios. In each
scenario, the discrepancy measure Φk is calculated at each bus
k = 1, 2, .., 44 by utilizing a three-phase load flow method in
MATLAB for pre-event and post-event time-stamps.
A. Examining Four Different Event Scenarios
Case I - Capacitor Bank Switching at Bus 15: Capacitor
bank switching is a persistent but minor PQ event in power
distribution systems. Commonly, capacitor banks are switched
by voltage regulated controllers. Since most capacitors do not
have built-in monitoring systems, utilities need to perform
manual patrol and inspections to verify proper operation of
their capacitors or to identify any PQ event that is caused by
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magnitude of voltage in order to use the analysis in this paper.
From (15), for α to be zero or 180◦ , we must have either
eq
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Fig. 6. Results for Case I based on the IEEE 123-bus test system, with data
from: a) two micro-PMUs, b) three micro-PMUs, and c) four micro-PMUs.

any incipient failure with volt/var control switching [4]. Alternatively, we can use the proposed ESLI method to remotely
monitor the operation of capacitor banks. As an example,
suppose a 600 kVAR capacitor is switched off at bus 15. The
ESLI algorithm is used to obtain Φk for k = 1, 2, .., 44 based
on three different micro-PMUs data availability scenarios.
First, suppose data is available only from two micro-PMUs,
i.e., micro-PMUs 1 and 2. The results are shown in Fig.
6(a). In this case, the MST includes buses 1 to 21. Since the
location of the capacitor, i.e., bus 15, is on the MST, the event
source location is correctly identified at the minimum of the
discrepancy bar chart in Fig 6(a). Note that, since buses 22 to
44 are not MST buses due to the absence of micro-PMUs 3
and 4, they do not carry separate discrepancy measures; they
rather take the same discrepancy measure as MST bus 5.
Second, suppose the data is available from Micro-PMUs 1,
2, and 3. In this case, the MST expands to include buses 22
to 29. The obtained results are presented in Fig. 6(b).
Finally, suppose the data is available from all four microPMUs. In that case, the MST includes all buses 1 to 44. The
results are shown in Fig. 6(c). We can conclude that in Case
I, the use of micro-PMUs 3 and 4 is not necessary, because
the MST already includes the event bus 15 even if only microPMUs 1 and 2 are available. Although, having redundancy
measurements could help if the measurements are noisy.
Case II - Load or DER Switching at Bus 24: Suppose a
single-phase 40kW + 20kVAR load switches on at bus 24,
causing a small voltage sag, see [6]. The source of such event
can be remotely located using micro-PMU data. The results are
shown in Fig. 7(a). The minimum of the discrepancy measure
Φk provides the correct event source location at bus 24. Here,
we assume that all four micro-PMUs are available. If microPMU 3 is not available, then bus 22 is selected as the event
source location, because in that case bus 24 is not on the MST.
Case III - High Impedance Fault at Bus 36: High impedance
faults may not interrupt service; but they must be identified to
isolate the faulted area due to safety. Suppose a single-phase
high impedance fault with 100 Ω fault resistance occurs at bus
36. The results for this event are shown in Fig. 7(b). The event
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Fig. 5(b). In this section, we compare two cases, namely Case
A and Case B, to further explain this concept. Without loss of
generality, suppose only two micro-PMUs, i.e., micro-PMUs
1 and 2 are available. The two events are defined as follows:
• Case A: A 40kW + 80kVAR load is switched on at bus
d
d
11. This results in Vpre
= 2332.1∠5.1183◦ and Vpost
=
◦
2296.6∠5.2583 . If a micro-PMU is used, then we can
measure ∆V d = 35.9∠176◦ . If an ordinary RMS-value
sensor is used, then we can measure ∆V d = −35.5.
• Case B: A 80kW - 40kVAR load is switched on at bus
d
d
11. This results in Vpre
= 2332.1∠5.1183◦ and Vpost
=
◦
2331.2∠5.8693 . If a micro-PMU is used, then we can
measure ∆V d = 30.6∠97◦ . If an ordinary RMS-value
sensor is used then we can measure ∆V d = −0.9.
The results of applying the ESLI algorithm are shown in
Fig. 8. We can see that both sensors can correctly identify
the location of the event in Case A. However, an ordinary
RMS-value sensor can barely notice the event in Case B.
Accordingly, it cannot help identify the location of the event,
see Fig. 8(d). One must use data from micro-PMUs instead in
order to identify the event in Case B. Also see Section VI.
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Fig. 8. Discrepancy measures for the cases in Section V-B: (a) Case A
using micro-PMU data; (b) Case B using micro-PMU data; (c) Case A using
RMS-value sensor data; (d) Case B using RMS-value sensor data.

source location is correctly identified at bus 36.
Case IV - Low Impedance Fault at Bus 9: Low impedance
faults are often reliability events which require operating the
protection devices. Suppose a three-phase fault with 5 Ω fault
resistance occurs at bus 9. The results of applying the ESLI
algorithm are shown in Fig. 7(c). Again, we can see that the
minimum of the discrepancy measure Φk across k = 1, . . . , 44
correctly indicates the event source location at bus 9.
It is interesting to compare the extent of discrepancy value
Case IV with those in Cases I and II, where the event was
of minor PQ type. The discrepancy is much higher for the
major reliability event in Case IV. That means, there is a much
greater margin of accuracy in identifying the correct location
for reliability events; therefore, it is less likely for the location
of an reliability event to be identified incorrectly.
B. Importance of Using Phase Angle Measurements
Recall from Section IV that the importance of using phase
angle measurements for the analysis in this paper depends on
d
d
the angle α that the event creates between Vpre
and Vpost
, see

As expressed in (11), the discrepancy index in our analysis
is obtained by conducting a comparison between the two sets
of differential voltage phasors obtained from the backward
and forward steps, i.e, ∆V f and ∆V b . Alternatively, one may
attempt to identify the location of the event by examining the
intersection of the two curves that are formed by plotting the
magnitude of the forward and backward differential voltages.
As an example, consider the capacitor bank event (Case I in
Section V.A), in which the pseudo-measurements are perturbed
with some practical level of errors. In Fig. 9(a), the magnitude
of the differential voltage in the forward nodal voltage calculation, i.e., |∆V f |; as well as the magnitude of the differential
voltage in the backward nodal voltage calculation, i.e., |∆V b |,
are plotted. We can see that the intersection between the
two voltage curves occurs between buses 14 and 15. Such
intersection is closer to bus 14; as it can be confirmed in the
magnified portion of this figure. Therefore, bus 14 would be
identified as the event bus if intersection-based method is used.
However, the correct event bus in this example is bus 15.
The problem with the intersection-based method in this
example is that it essentially relies only on the magnitude of
the differential voltage and ignores their phasor characteristics.
This issue can be better understood by using the curves in Fig.
9(b). First consider the curve for
||∆V f | − |∆V b ||.

(19)

The intersection-based method in the nodal calculation that we
explained in the previous paragraph is equivalent to obtaining
the minimum of the curve for the expression in (19). Such
minimum would result in incorrectly identifying bus 14 as
the event bus. Next, consider the curve for the proposed
discrepancy index in (11). We can see that the minimum of
this curve occurs at bus 15, which is the correct event bus.
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Fig. 9. The importance of calculating discrepancy based on phasors in case of a capacitor bank event location identification: (a) Incorrect identification of
event location based on examining the intersection of differential voltage curves for voltage magnitude; (b) Comparing the differential voltage discrepancy
curves based on voltage phasors, as in (11), versus magnitude only, as in (19).

Again, please pay attention to the magnified portion of the
figure. The difference between the two approaches becomes
evident by comparing (19) and (11), where the former is the
discrepancy based on magnitude only; while the latter is the
discrepancy based on phasors. Obtaining such phasor-based
discrepancy is in fact one of the advantages of using phasor
measurements as opposed to RMS-based measurements.
D. Analysis of Sensitivity and Robustness
In practice, the utility’s knowledge about system parameters
is not perfect and measurements are not precise. Uncertainty
varies for different types of parameters and measurements.
Nevertheless, we can examine the robustness of the proposed
ESLI algorithm against any given level of parameter inaccuracy. Here, we use the Monte Carlo approach to generate
different scenarios based on the given level of parameter error.
1) Errors in Distribution Lines Impedances: Table I shows
the results when there are errors in the supposedly known
impedances of distribution lines. For line impedance errors
with 5% standard deviation (SD), nearly 99.9% of the event
source locations are identified correctly. Even in those 0.1%
of the cases where the event source is located incorrectly, the
identified location is an immediate neighboring bus of the bus
where the event occurs. As we increase the error, the results
still demonstrate an overall satisfying performance in event
source location identification. For an impedance error with
25% SD, which is beyond any normal level of error in practice,
either the correct event bus itself or its immediate neighboring
bus is identified in 49.6 + 36.7 = 86.3% of the cases.
2) Errors in Pseudo-Measurements: A similar sensitivity
analysis can be done with respect to the pseudo-measurements
on background power injections, i.e., loads and distributed
generations. Of course, this would be a concern only if the
distribution system is not equipped with smart meters. The
results are shown in Table II. We can see that, even with errors
with as high as 100% SD, either the correct event bus or its
immediate neighboring bus is identified almost all the time.
3) Errors in Measurements: In principle, two sources of
error can be considered in the context of this paper: the
error in the mico-PMU device itself; as well as the error in

TABLE I
S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS TO E RROR IN L INES I MPEDANCES
Error in Line
Impedanec (SD)
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%

Correct
Event Bus
99.9%
89.7%
72.4%
59.2%
49.6%

Immediate
Neighboring Bus
0.1%
10.3%
26.0%
34.3%
36.7%

Another
Bus
0%
0.02%
1.6%
6.5%
13.7%

Max
Error
1 bus
2 buses
3 buses
5 buses
5 buses

TABLE II
S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS TO E RROR IN P SEUDO - MEASUREMENTS
Error in Power
Injection (SD)
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%

Correct
Event Bus
∼100%
98.3%
92.2%
84.6%
78.7%

Immediate
Neighboring Bus
∼0%
1.7%
7.8%
15.4%
21.3%

Another
Bus
0%
0%
0%
0%
∼0%

Max
Error
1 bus
1 bus
1 bus
1 bus
2 buses

the instrumentation channel. The latter is associated with the
errors due to the CTs, PTs, control cables, and burden at the
input of the micro-PMU. Based on various field experience
and given the fact that micro-PMUs have very high precision
with typical accuracy at 0.01% in magnitude and 0.003◦
in angle [28]; it is only the error in the instrumentation
channel that is of concern in practice and must be considered.
Interestingly, the errors in instrumentation channel, especially
for distribution-level PTs and CTs, are large but stable. It
means that the instrumentation channel errors are roughly
constant for consecutive measurements that are made over a
short period of time. As a result, the measurement differences
at the same location, such as ∆V and ∆I in this study, are not
significantly affected by the instrumentation channel errors.
To discuss the effectiveness of the proposed method against
the measurement errors, two scenarios are examined in this
section to identify the location of a non-fault event and that of
a fault event. It is assumed that the CTs/PTs used for non-fault
events are of Measurement 0.5-Class; and the CTs/PTs used
for fault events are of Protection 3-Class. In both scenarios,
micro-PMUs are assumed to have their typical manufacturerreported accuracy at 0.01% in magnitude and 0.003◦ in angle.
The results associated with the non-fault and fault events
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE WITH M EASUREMENT 0.5-C LASS CT/PT AGAINST
D IFFERENT L OAD S WITCHING L EVELS
Load Switching
(p.u.)
5%
2%
1%
0.5%

Correct
Event Bus
100%
100%
97.3%
95.2%

Immediate
Neighboring Bus
0%
∼ 0%
2.6%
4.5%

Another
Bus
0%
0%
0.1%
0.3%

Max
Error
0 bus
1 bus
2 buses
2 buses

TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE WITH P ROTECTION 3-C LASS CT/PT AGAINST
D IFFERENT FAULT L EVELS
Fault
Impedance
5Ω
10 Ω
50 Ω
100 Ω

Correct
Event Bus
100%
100%
98.3%
96.5%

Immediate
Neighboring Bus
0%
∼0%
1.7%
3.3%

Another
Bus
0%
0%
0%
0.2%

Max
Error
0 bus
1 bus
1 bus
2 buses

are shown in Table III and Table IV, respectively. These
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method against
typical errors in measurements. In particular, when it comes
to major events such as a 5% load switching (Table III) or
a low-impedance fault with resistance 5Ω (Table IV), the
measurement errors do not at all influence the accuracy of
event location identification. However, when it comes to minor
events such as a 0.5% load switching (Table III) or a highimpedance fault with resistance 100Ω (Table IV), the measurement errors may slightly affect the performance, because such
minor events cause only very small variations in measurements
which could be comparable with measurement error.
4) Event Significance: If an event is very small, then our
method may no longer be able to identify the event location;
because the information for such event could be lost within
the errors in measurements. However, one may ask: do we
really need to identify the location of such minor events?
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to examine how the accuracy of
the results are affected based on the size of the event. Table V
shows the efficiency of our method for various events which
cause different voltage and power variations. The error in
measurement in each scenario is given based on the percentage
error in magnitude and the actual degree error in phase angle.
As can be seen, the reliable margin of measurements variation
for running the proposed method depends on the accuracy
of the micro-PMUs. The margin of measurement variations
decreases as we improve the accuracy of micro-PMUs.
E. Performance Comparison
In this section, we compare the performance of our method
with that of a method that works based on state estimation,
which is inspired by [18]. In order to have a fair comparison,
we applied both our method and the state estimation-based
method to the same practical test scenario, where both methods
have access to live data only from two micro-PMUs to pin
point the location of cap bank switching (Case I in Section
V.A) among buses 1 to 21, as shown in Fig. 4(a). As it is shown
in Fig. 6(a), our proposed method can efficiently localize this
event, where two micro-PMUs are installed at buses 1 and 21.

As for the method based on state estimation that is used
for comparison, the location of an event is determined based
on the residuals obtained from state estimation. The residuals
show the difference between pre-event and post-event power
injections at different buses. The bus with the highest residual,
i.e., the highest power injection difference, is determined
as the location of the event. The results obtained from the
state estimation-based method are shown in Fig. 10.(a). To
consider a fair comparison, we assume that two micro-PMUs
are installed at buses 7 and 14 to divide the buses into three
equal groups, which appeared to work the best for the state
estimation method with two micro-PMUs. we can see that the
highest residuals are associated with an array of buses from
bus 15 to bus 21, which means that the state estimation-based
method was able to only very roughly identify the overall
region of the event, but not the actual location of the event.
The efficiency of the state estimation-based method is
further appraised by increasing the number of micro-PMUs
installations from two to four, at buses 4, 8, 12, and 16.
The results are shown in Fig. 10.(b). We can see that the
highest residuals are associated with buses 12, 13, 14, 15, i.e.,
those buses that are located in between the two micro-PMUs
at buses 12 and 16. We conclude that the state estimationbased method in this example can again loosely determine the
overall region of the event, but not the exact location of the
event. Ultimately, in order to precisely localize the event, all
the buses are assumed to be equipped with micro-PMUs. The
results are shown in Fig. 10.(c). In contrast, our method can
identify the location of the event with only two micro-PMUs.
VI. C ASE S TUDIES : PART II - R EAL -L IFE N ETWORK
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
method using micro-PMU data from a real-life distribution
feeder in Riverside, CA. The schematic diagram of this feeder
is shown in Fig. 11. The actual GIS diagram of the feeder is
also available in [6, Fig. 4]. This feeder is operated by Riverside Public Utilities (RPU), see http://www.riversideca.gov.
The under-study feeder includes multiple capacitor banks.
On particular interest in this case study is a three-phase
switched capacitor bank rated at 900 kVAR at bus 31, see Fig.
11. The capacitor bank is switched by a vacuum circuit breaker
which is controlled by a Volt-VAR controller. This capacitor
bank is not monitored by any sensor. Therefore, RPU is not
aware of how the capacitor bank operates on a daily basis.
This feeder is also equipped with two micro-PMUs at buses
1 and 26. Fig. 12 shows the voltage and current phasors that
are measured by the two micro-PMUs during a capacitor bank
switching on event. This event can be detected by looking into
the changes in the power factor of the distribution feeder as
seen by micro-PMU 1, see [4] for more details. Other event
detection methods may also be used, e.g., see [24], [25].
At first glance, the data from micro-PMU 2 does not seem to
provide any additional information, other than mimicking the
voltage magnitude at substation. However, the use of microPMU 2 is critical to obtain the location of the capacitor. The
results are shown in Fig. 13(a), where the event source is
located correctly. Here, the MST buses are 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 11,
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TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE FOR D IFFERENT E VENT S TRENGTHS AND D IFFERENT M EASUREMENT E RRORS
Event
(% MVA base)
0.5%
1%
2%
5%
10%

∆S
(MVA)
20
40
80
200
400

∆V
(Volt)
6
12
24
62
126

Error in Measurement (Magnitude/Angle)
(0.01%, 0.003◦ )
(0.025%, 0.006◦ )
(0.05%, 0.01◦ )
(0.1%, 0.02◦ )
95.2
93.6
80.8
51.2
97.3
95.3
93.7
81.2
100
96.2
95
93.7
100
100
97.6
94.9
100
100
100
97.8
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Fig. 10. The results associated with the state estimation-based method in [18] that is presented for performance comparison: (a) Two micro-PMUs are
installed at buses 7 and 14; (b) Four micro-PMUs are installed at buses 4, 8, 12, and 16; (c) All the buses are equipped with micro-PMUs.
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Fig. 11. Representation of a distribution feeder based on compensation
theorem equivalent circuit. Measurements are done by two micro-PMUs.

17, 18, 19, 25, and 26. Therefore, as far as the information
available to the two micro-PMUs is concerned, the correct
event source location is bus 25. Buses 27 to 35 are the laterals
of MST bus 25. Therefore, the source of the event should
be sought at these buses; or bus 25 itself. According to the
further information regarding the extent and nature of the
capacitor bank event described in [4], it can be concluded
that a capacitor bank is switched at bus 31, because bus 31 is
the only bus with a capacitor bank on this lateral. Of course, it
would have been better for the purpose of the analysis in this
paper if micro-PMU 2 was installed at bus 35, i.e., at the end
of the lateral. In that case, the ESLI method would identify
bus 30 as the event source location.
It is worth noting that if we use only the magnitudes but
not the phase angles of the micro-PMU measurements, i.e., as
in RMS sensors, then bus 19 would be identified as the event
source location, which is incorrect. Therefore, it is necessary
to use micro-PMUs as opposed to RMS-based sensors.
The ESLI method can correctly identify also the location of
the capacitor bank switching off event, as shown in Fig. 13(b).
VII. P OSSIBLE L IMITATIONS OF THE P ROPOSED M ETHOD
The potential limitation and challenges for the ESLI method
implementation can be described as follows:

Significance of the Event: While the theory in this paper is
valid regardless of the significance of the event; in practice, if
the event is too small, e.g., there is only a very minor change in
impedance, then the location of the event may not be identified
correctly due to the presence of measurement errors or lack of
updated pseudo-measurements. Although, this limitation may
not have major impact in practice, because if the event is
indeed minor, then it may not be of interest to be scrutinized.
Number of Micro-PMUs: The proposed method can precisely determine the location of events when they occur on
MST buses; otherwise, the MST bus that is closest to the true
event bus will be identified. In this regard, if all we need is to
know the lateral where the event is located, then we can obtain
the acceptable results by using only two micro-PMUs, one at
the substation and one at the end of the feeder. However, if the
exact location of the event on a lateral is important then we
also need micro-PMU installations at the end of the laterals.
Pre-Event and Post-Event Stability: Our proposed method
is intended to localize stable events. That is, for our method to
work properly, the network should be in its stable mode both
before and after the event. This is because we essentially use
steady-state pre-event and post-event measurements.
Changes in System Frequency: In practice, the system
frequency often deviates from the nominal system frequency,
e.g., 60 Hz in North America. If such deviations in frequency
are significant, then they can potentially affect the estimated
angle of phasor measurement. These changes for a short period
of time follow a quasi-steady rate which is called the rate
of change of frequency (ROCOF). Therefore, to find the true
change in phase angle following an event, the ROCOF should
be taken into account. Therefore, as a future research direction,
one may consider the performance of our method - or the
performance of any method based on micro-PMUs for that
matter - during the major system-wide frequency events.
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where IiZ , IiI , and IiS denote the injection current at bus
i associated with the constant-impedance, constant-current,
and constant-power load components, respectively. Once we
replace the electrical model associated with each load component, we can rewrite (21) as:
 S ∗
Ci
I
(21)
,
Ii = Yi Vi + Ci +
Vi
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Fig. 12. A real-life capacitor bank switching on event: (a)-(b) measurements
from micro-PMU 1; (e)-(h) measurements from micro-PMU 2.
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The polynomial load model is widely used in power
system studies. This model consists of three main parts:
constant-impedance, constant-current, and constant-power. Accordingly, the injection current at bus i can be described as:
Ii = IiZ + IiI + IiP ,
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how different components operate across the feeder. Since the
proposed method is based on measurement differences, it has
a reasonably robust performance with respect to measurement
errors. The performance is robust also against errors in pseudomeasurements as well as in distribution lines impedances. The
importance of using phase angle measurements was shown
analytically and also through cases studies; thus, justifying
the use of micro-PMUs as opposed to ordinary RMS-based
voltage and current sensors. The effectiveness of the proposed
method is confirmed also by using micro-PMU measurements
from a pilot real-life distribution feeder in Riverside, CA.

Bus number k

Fig. 13. Results for identifying the locations of capacitor bank switching
events using real-world micro-PMU data: (a) switching on; (b) switching off.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
A novel application of micro-PMUs is proposed, based
on an innovative use of the compensation theorem in circuit
theory, to identify the location of events in power distribution
systems. At least two micro-PMUs must be installed in order
to implement this method, one at the substation and another
one at the end of the feeder. However, based on the importance
of buses, additional micro-PMUs can be deployed at the
end of laterals to make the buses on laterals observable.
Simulation results on an IEEE 123 test system showed that the
proposed method can accurately estimate the exact location
of different types of events, including power quality events,
faults, as well as events that are benign yet they can reveal

(20)

where Vi is the voltage at bus i; and ∗ denotes the conjugate
operator. Parameters Yi , CiI , and CiS are associated with
load admittance in the constant-impedance model, quantity of
current in the constant-current model, and apparent power in
the constant-power model. The variation of Ii can now be
expressed with respect to the variation of Vi :

∆Ii = Yi ∆Vi +

∗
CiS



1
1
− pre
pre
Vi + ∆Vi
Vi

∗
.

(22)

The above expression describes the relationship between ∆Ii
and ∆Vi once all the load types are taken into account.
Throughout the formulations in this paper, we use the constantimpedance model, where ∆Ii is obtained from the production
Yi ∆Vi . As for the constant-power model, the deviation in
injection current can be obtained from the second term in (22).
For the constant-current model, the load has the same current
before and after the change in the network. As a result, the
injection current deviation derived from constant-current loads
is zero, i.e., constant-load model can be ignored.
Once all the load types are considered, the relationship in
(22) can be integrated into the forward and backward nodal
voltage calculations in (6) and (8), i.e., ∆Iif in (6) and ∆Iib
in (8) can be obtained from (22). Of course, this will make
(6) and (8) longer and more complicated to present. However,
just like the analysis in Section II, the updated formulations
of (6) and (8) would be correct at all buses, except for bus k,
in which the event occurs. Accordingly, the classification in
(8) and the rest of the analysis will remain unchanged.
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